[Selecting material to develop an emotional Stroop test adapted to schizophrenia and bipolar disorders].
The emotional Stroop test evaluates the influence of the emotional valence of stimuli on cognitive inhibition processes. In subjects with psychiatric disorders, interference increases in this test when valence refers to their specific psychopathology. This study aims to develop a version of the emotional Stroop test adapted to paranoid schizophrenia and bipolar disorder. The emotional valence and the number of times patients used 200 words related to schizophrenia and bipolar disorder psychopathology were assessed by 25 clinicians; then a principal component analysis was performed with an ascending hierarchical classification. Words are distributed according to 2 factorial dimensions, emotionality and tonality, into 4 valence classifications: depressive, paranoid, manic, and neutral words. There were no differences in the lexical frequency of the words chosen to develop the test. The statistical validation of the emotional valence of words allows for the development of an emotional Stroop test adapted to exploring emotional bias in paranoid schizophrenia and bipolar disorder.